
07119: "finally being able to paint with myrthe taking care of livia and going

impeding the country to change"

getting  to  consider  the  political  situation  there  and  the  european  supervision 

convincing myself to build the cathedral here in holland apart from italy and also 

09077:   "recording   mostly   while   pushing   the   stroller   with   baby   livia   and 

church for sale"

shaking films only with one hand and also now filming in arnhem visiting there a 

having to seat with crying livia to make her to sleep and at times taking quite 

working  space  to  be  back  with  livia  there  for  the  breastfeeding  and  also  now 

waiting for myrthe to finish working and all the time not going too far from her 

13153:  "public  spaces  filmed  walking  baby  livia  around  utrecht  and  culemborg 

humanity perceived while watching the news and all the world conflicts"

urban environment reflecting this in the story of the zebra also reflecting the 

08087: "fable improvised prior going to italy and feeling a bit trapped in the 

the pink and green shapes"

extremely simple and quite flat if it wasn't for some darker and lighter shades by 

07118:   "painting   executed   again   taking   care   of   little   livia   and   keeping   it 

give a test lecture near bassano"

to livia as well as hearing gianna singing also driving down the mountains like to 

daughter and my step sister kid to latter being in the mountains and singing songs 

staying in vicenza at my parents but also hearing my twin sister singing to her 

the   snow   and   then   in   italy   listening   songs   played   by   street   musicians   while 

her daughters singing and while in the car especially stuck in switzerland with 

03101: "hearing songs first while with florian in southern germany listening to 

the kids"

with little livia and receiving friends for myrthe's birthday playing much with 

netherlands with not really an aim for my work only feeling relief walking around 

with people spying and judging it and also feeling quite distressed back in the 

04107: "a month feeling at last exhausted about the heavy work in the mountains 

myrthe's job to have her breastfed"

some  traffic  in  the  outskirts  of  utrecht  going  back  and  forth  with  livia  to 

cities as well as back in holland walking a lot with livia and only finding quite 

germany and finding quite some traffic in certain roads but pretty much car free 

cities taking myrthe's father there for a visit and also later traveling through 

15106:  "a   month   experiencing   the   high   level   of   pollution   in   northern   italian 

simple and with pretty much the same color palette as before"

the morning and trying to involve her in the painting now also keeping it rather 

07117: "painting once again executed having to take care of livia especially in 



with a russian couple"

artist and a writer but also a programmer and a german scholar visiting the show 

colleague  much  into  helping  them  and  meeting  some  very  talented  ones  like  an 

10108:   "syrian   refugees   met   at   a   small   gallery   show   organized   by   my   german 

clouds at the beginning of the winter"

while spending the day exploring rotterdam before going to sweden and observing 

17089: "clouds observed while at the dentist in italy and later back in holland 

ideas especially in the night kept awake by a storm"

walking a lot there getting many ideas but also back in the mountains getting some 

the mountains before going briefly to stockholm to register my unemployment and 

14126: "getting ideas still in the heat of the summer in venice and briefly to 

getting ideas mostly while with august there and to the beach"

and having time for myself and later going to venice to renovate the apartment and 

14125: "time spent in holland now giving up the university in sweden all together 

dimensional configuration but shifting the dot outside the dripping surface"

07120: "again painting executed with livia on my side still keeping the old two 

carrying"

filming with livia in my arms often times seating to rest with her after all the 

way without traffic on an old railroad turned into a bike path and again often 

myrthe's free days and walking in culemborg and back in utrecht discovering a nice 

thus exploring utrecht but also ending up in eindhoven and later in delft during 

the proximity of her myrthe's work place to get the latter to breastfeed her and 

13155: "a week constantly with livia on my side walking extensively with her in 

and a bit of gardening"

she got hungry and working nonetheless on my project doing regularly some cooking 

in culemborg and utrecht to allow myrthe to work and to bring her livia anytime 

01173: "a month spent in holland babysitting little livia and mostly walking much 

still the red dot and some shades more similar to the more recent paintings"

for a very simple surface resembling the older painting without any twisting but 


